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Imagine there are three basic categories of data 
that are important to your practice:

1.  Data required to start working on cases

2.  Data that may be needed (or just helpful) in 
seeing cases through to a desirable outcome

3.  Data that gives you deeper insight into your 
inventory and your practice as a whole

Which kind of data seems most important to you? 
Is it enough to have the first two kinds of data in 
hand, and leave it at that? Have you considered the 
potential advantages of the third kind? This article 
examines how data can be used and accumulated 
for case management, but also explores the 
ways that data can advance your firm’s overall 
performance—both internally and externally with 
outside business partners. 

This eBook contains tips that we have compiled 
from working with firms across the country 
to successfully develop their mass tort case 
inventories. We are sharing them because we 
believe they will be helpful to your firm as you 
undertake your next mass tort campaign.

The legal, financial, and administrative challenges 
that firms encounter when developing, litigating, 
and settling cases continue to grow. With these 
challenges in mind—and based on deep-
knowledge that can come only from experience—
we continue to innovate and develop end-to-end 
solutions for firms like yours.

If you have any questions or are interested in 
discussing how Epiq can help your firm, please 
email casedev@epiqglobal.com.

introduction
By working with firms of all types and sizes, we have learned the importance 
of information in every aspect of the litigation process. The process is more 
than just gathering and storing data; it means converting that data into 
knowledge, and leveraging that knowledge to obtain good outcomes for 
your clients and to enhance your practice.



Maximize the business intelligence in your data

Keep your clients informed and maintain  
detailed records 

Use insightful reporting to understand  
the value of your cases

Take the burden of completing plaintiff fact 
sheets from your clients and get started early

Understand the nuances of medical records 

Don’t let case development consume your cash; 
settlement is years away

Leverage outside assistance but look for a 
partner that offers a comprehensive solution so 
you are not stuck coordinating between multiple 
companies
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7 tips to make your 
mass tort practice 
more efficient
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1 Maximize the business 
intelligence in your data

We don’t have to tell you about the mountains of data stored in your case management system, but are 
you using it in a way that allows you to maximize its value to your practice?

Consider the following questions; they can help you decide if you are getting the most from the data you 
already have:

Do you know where your strongest cases originate? If so, is that where you’re spending 
your advertising dollars? Do you know the precise fallout rate of cases you get from each 
of your sources? Tracking cases by referral and/or advertising source is only half the battle. To 
unlock the true potential of this data, you must also correlate it to the quality of the cases and 
leads coming from those sources. By doing that, you will gain the ability to make real-time 
decisions about how and where to best spend your money.

Do you have the ability to go above and beyond with your case review? Of course you have 
to review case records to confirm the pertinent facts related to the immediate matter. But what 
are you missing and what details are not getting into your system? Every data point, whether 
or not it is relevant in the early stages of a litigation, should be stored in a way that makes it 
searchable, accessible, and usable in the future—whether for the same matter or as a source of 
intelligence for enhancing your practice.

What are the ways that data points can be converted into business intelligence?  
Imagine being able to look up the number of clients who were diagnosed at a specific hospital 
or took a specific medication that is not the subject of a present litigation. How many of your 
clients have a specific pre-existing condition? What percentage of your clients are female 
smokers between the ages of 45 and 65? A thorough review of data can yield answers to these 
questions and create a store of data that can be mined at will. The key is having a system that 
provides all the fields for these data points, stores them intelligently, and makes them accessible 
via searches and queries. A system that supports detailed intake and provides powerful tools for 
using the data in a variety of purposes which can yield amazing results when planning the next 
settlement or operating your current matter in the most efficient and cost-effective manner.

Are you asking prospective clients the right questions up front? Consulting with medical 
experts while tailoring your case intake questions will help you to zero in on key data points to 
collect during the client intake process. By improving case intake procedures on the front end, 
you can help weed out cases that will not prove up early in the process as well as save money and 
time retrieving and reviewing medical records. Smarter intake upfront will save you time and 
expense in the long run.
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For many firms, it is a challenge to keep clients informed throughout the litigation process. You have to 
anticipate the questions your clients will ask, proactively prepare materials to address those questions, and 
equip your team to respond to incoming inquiries on the fly. Law firm staff can spend hours on the phone and 
responding to emails to provide client updates. Failing to respond to these questions can quickly lead to client 
dissatisfaction, complaints, and negative reviews of your firm.

Before client communication overwhelms your firm, consider taking the following steps:

Set up a litigation-specific informational webpage where clients can find the answers to 
frequently asked questions. Record a greeting for your phone line that encourages clients to 
visit the webpage to read about the litigation, find answers to their questions, and download 
forms they need to complete. 

Establish a separate toll-free number for each litigation your firm is working on, and leverage 
call center technology to automatically route incoming calls to the appropriate line. Intelligent 
call center technology can greatly reduce the time required to direct callers to the right 
resource. Such technology enables you to monitor call statistics (such as average wait time, 
call volume, call duration, dropped calls, and more), and ensure that your staff knows which 
litigation the caller will ask about before they answer the phone.

Equip your staff with the answers to frequently asked questions so that they have the 
necessary information at hand. Draft detailed scripting for as many anticipated calls as possible 
and provide rigorous training for your staff to ensure they maintain an expert understanding 
of the content. It is important to ensure that your staff is singing from the same songbook so 
your clients receive clear, accurate, and consistent messages. Staffers should be cross-trained 
on different litigations and should be able to easily access the data they will need to respond to 
inquiries, without multiple follow-ups with the client. Remember that clients will not hesitate 
to share information via social media and online forums. You don’t want your staff delivering 
conflicting messages.

Maintain a record of each call and email between your firm and each client. More likely 
than not, you will rely on your staff to manually enter details from phone calls into your case 
management system. This may seem burdensome, but you will be happy to have written 
records should a communication come into question down the line. When discussing client calls, 
you should also encourage your staff to think critically and note any details that clients might 
give. Some details may not seem significant immediately, but may prove useful in the future.

Ideally, client calls should be recorded with call logs and detailed call notes automatically documented in 
your case management system. These types of records allows you to keep records of exactly what was said 
between your staff and your clients. Tracking data such as date, time, and length of calls will help you gauge 
time and resource needs in the future.

2 Keep your clients informed  
and maintain detailed records
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Think back to your last mass tort project: Did your reporting system let you take the pulse of any case in 
your inventory, at any time? Did you have to spend hours cobbling spreadsheets together to produce 
the information you needed? And once you were done, did you realize that certain data points were still 
missing? How quickly could you pivot and make adjustments to your reporting? Was it a matter of clicking 
a few buttons or spending another full day in Excel purgatory?

Inventory overview reports available in real-time allow you to make informed, data-driven decisions 
about your cases. A bird’s-eye-view report should tell you:

• The number of cases in each phase of the development process and how long they’ve  
been there 

• The number of cases that meet your accepted criteria vs. the number that don’t stack up

• Where cases stand in the medical record retrieval process and what barriers are preventing case 
progression (that is, how many cases have complete records vs. how many require follow-up)

While overview reports are important, you also need to be able to drill down to each individual client’s 
case. Having each client’s data at your fingertips enables you to confidently address their questions, check 
for missing information, and quickly assess the strength of the client’s case. A report on an individual 
client’s case should tell you:

• What medical records have been collected

• What medical record requests are still outstanding

• Whether there are records you need that have not yet been requested yet

• Whether the records reviewed confirm proof of use or implant and proof of injury, as well as 
the strength of such proof

The ability to produce real-time reports reduces or eliminates the need to sort through spreadsheets 
and other records. A well-designed reporting suite provides the right set of information to all levels of your 
organization—from paralegals to partners.

3 Use intelligent reports to 
understand the value of  
your cases
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No other task can overwhelm a firm more quickly than completing plaintiff fact sheets—especially when 
staring down the barrel of a court deadline.

• Don’t wait until the case is filed. Once you have documentation that the client has a 
qualifying injury and has been exposed to the product in question, start the plaintiff fact sheet 
fulfillment process. It may require extensive time to get in touch with some clients but waiting 
until the last minute could cause headaches as you approach court deadlines.

• Plaintiff fact sheets can be overwhelming for clients to complete on their own—some 
totaling as many as 90 pages. To ensure you get complete and accurate information from your 
clients at the outset, send each client a copy of the plaintiff fact sheet and schedule time to 
help complete it. This allows you and the client to ask clarifying questions and establish that 
you have a complete response before moving on to the next question. Be sure to give your 
clients plenty of advance notice and tell them what information they should have on hand 
before the call. You should also provide an estimate for how long you think the call may take—
depending on the length of the fact sheet and the detail required, fulfillment calls can take 
several hours.

• Prepare your staff. Above all, it is important to remember that your clients have suffered life-
changing events. In some cases, you may be calling upon the widow or child of a decedent 
to complete a plaintiff fact sheet. Collecting the information can be emotionally grueling not 
only for the person you are calling, but for your team members as well. Your staff must be 
empathetic and supportive of your clients, while ensuring that they capture complete and 
accurate information. Staff members should undergo training ahead of time to learn about 
the litigation, ensure they understand each question in the fact sheet, and be instructed to 
not rush through calls with clients.

4 Take the burden of completing 
plaintiff fact sheets from your
clients and get started early

A firm realized that they were within 30 days of the statute of limitations expiring for more than 250 of their clients. They 

needed to completed a 20-page plaintiff fact sheets for each client—and with no time to spare, they had no room for 

error. The firm called us for help. Within five business days, our team created call scripts, trained our call center team 

on the litigation and the plaintiff fact sheet, and then deployed the team to start reaching out to clients to schedule 

plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment calls. Because our staff was experienced in handling sensitive questions, the firm could 

rest assured that their clients would be treated with empathy. Each plaintiff fact sheet took an average of one hour and 

15 minutes to complete. Although some clients were unreachable, we were able to complete 192 fact sheets before the 

deadline—saving the firm more than 350 hours of work. 

Consider this example:
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• Identify medical-related questions in the plaintiff fact sheet prior to reviewing medical records 
so that when review is performed, you are identifying the data points that you will be required to 
provide later. If you can store that data in a way that it can be automatically populated into the 
plaintiff fact sheet, you have saved yourself an incredible amount of time.

• Make sure that your medical record review database is set up properly before you start 
entering your clients’ plaintiff fact sheet data. The database should be structured to allow you to 
pull the information into individual fact sheets, but also into any report you may need to build in 
the future.

If the task of helping each client complete a plaintiff fact sheet consumes too much of your staff’s time, look 
for outside assistance. Companies that provide plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment services can act as an extension of 
your office, reaching out to your clients to schedule calls, helping them complete the forms, and following up 
as necessary to obtain missing information.

4 Take the burden of completing plaintiff fact sheets 
from your clients and get started early

10
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Medical records may be the single most important source of information you can have when building 
a case. These records not only provide proof of injury and treatment, but can also identify pre-existing 
conditions that might limit or eliminate proof of use, injury, and treatment. Medical records also commonly 
include detailed charges that will be essential to note when it comes time to resolve healthcare liens. 

To achieve the best possible outcome for a client involved in a settlement, it is important to know what 
types of medical records are available and the differences between them. Here are a few examples:

5 Understand the nuances  
of medical records

history and physical

• explains the reason 
for the admission: 
symptoms, timing 
of symptoms, 
urgency 

• provides 
preliminary 
differential 
diagnoses

• may explain the 
presence of pre-
existing conditions

• defines the plan 
of treatment, 
including 
medications, 
consultations, 
procedures, etc.

discharge summary

• provides an in-
depth summary of 
the entire hospital 
stay

• explains any 
complications that 
occurred during 
the stay and how 
they were treated

• defines any lasting 
effects of the 
injury and the 
follow-up care that 
will be needed

consultations

• performed by a 
specialist

• defines the injury 
in greater detail 
than the history 
and physical and/
or discharge 
summary 

• may explain the 
etiology (cause) of 
the injury

• explains the 
necessary 
treatment and the 
expected outcome

labs

support the 
information 
documented in 
the other medical 
records

Other kinds of records can include prescription and pharmacy records, therapy notes, and surgical records.

There may be no advantage to ordering all available records; further, retrieving and reviewing low-value 
records will unnecessarily drive up costs. To ensure that you request the most useful records, consult with 
qualified medical professionals to determine which records are most relevant to the litigation and injury. A 
qualified Medical Record Review business partner should have this expertise on staff (or may consult with 
its own outside panel of experts) and will be able to help you identify the right records to target for review.

Your review partner should also offer guidance on which data points to look for on medical records, 
depending on the injury. For example, if a client’s injury stems from taking a prescription medication, it is 
important to identify usage dates and amounts, as well as any periods of non-usage and other drugs that 
might have been used concurrently. Pharmacy records may be just as useful as physician records in such cases.
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There is so much to be done to prove up just one case. 

Proving up an entire inventory of cases is a daunting undertaking, comprised of many individual administrative 
steps, with costs associated with each task. Even firms that have large back offices and budgets can find 
themselves overwhelmed with the work and cash flow needed to take on an inventory of cases from intake, to 
settlement, to funding.

A well-developed case has value. 

There is an ongoing tension between the benefit of having certainty and the in-hand cash required to obtain 
that certainty. How much certainty can you afford right now? The relationship between well-developed cases, 
inventory size, and cash flow is a balancing act that most firms have to perform whether they like it or not. Firms 
are constantly faced with having to decide between thoroughly developing a smaller inventory, and building a 
larger, less-developed, and sometimes even under-developed inventory.

When choosing a case development strategy, consider how each of your options affect the above-
described dynamic. 

A case development partner may be able to provide fee deferral solutions in certain circumstances. Finding a 
partnership that works for your firm allows you to spend your capital developing the litigation as well as building 
a larger inventory. Cash flow relief results in less pressure to choose between inventory size and quality.

6 Don’t let case development 
consume your cash; 
settlement is years away
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Outsourcing is an increasingly popular solution for firms that don’t have the capacity to deal with every 
aspect of a complex litigation or settlement. Options abound for outsourcing with firms that specialize in 
client communication, call center services, medical record retrieval, medical record review, and more. To 
ensure a successful partnership, however, your firm must be prepared to manage the flow of information 
among business partners, and make sure that partners are providing correct and approved information to 
your clients.

For example, outsourcing client communication is advisable if you don’t have the technology and 
staff to manage the process internally. If you decide to use outside assistance, look for a partner that 
can function as an extension of your team and respond to clients with your pre-approved scripts. 
Experienced call center partners are able to help script answers to common client questions and 
have dedicated call center staff trained to answer your clients’ calls in a timely manner. In addition to 
handling inbound calls, the partner should be able to place outbound calls to complete fulfillment on 
contract packets, assist clients in completing plaintiff fact sheets, or provide general case updates. 

Any partner should offer a single, easy-to-use point of entry for your client and case data, such as a 
secure “portal” that enables you to upload data to the their system. A partner that relies solely on email or 
FTP for data exchange is not staying current with technology. Outdated data exchange methods create 
bottlenecks, which can stop your work in its tracks, and may expose protected private data to security risks.

Accurate and timely reporting is critical when working with an outside company. A communication 
partner, for example, should be able to provide you with a documented history of every call and attempted 
call made to your clients, as well as a recording of every call. A partner with sound reporting capabilities can 
provide on-demand reports and detailed data about call times, call duration, dropped calls, call-backs, and 
much more. 

When outsourcing, look for a partner that can provide a complete solution to your needs. This reduces 
costs and minimizes the time you must devote to managing vendors. Coordinating and tracking the back-
and-forth between multiple companies puts your firm in the position of a intermediary, and can be just as 
demanding as performing the outsourced work in-house.

7 Leverage outside 
assistance

But look for a partner that offers a comprehensive 
solution so that you are not stuck coordinating between 
multiple companies
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Before selecting a partner, be sure to ask the following questions to 
fully understand how the vendor will serve your firm:

• What are the vendor’s qualifications, and how long has it been in business?

• Does the vendor already have the resources you need or will it need to add people or 
systems?

• How easily can you exchange data with the vendor?

• What kinds of reporting does the vendor offer? Can it provide the level of detail you need, 
and can it customize reports for you?

• How do the vendor’s procedures mesh with yours? Will they follow your preferred 
workflow or will you need to adjust to theirs?

• How will the vendor go “above and beyond?” Can it prepare call scripts for you to approve, 
or train its people to handle case-specific tasks on your behalf?

teamwork



summary

We have made significant investments in systems and technologies that allow 
us to optimize data, deliver gold-standard reporting, and communicate with 
clients on behalf of law firms. We have worked diligently over the past several 
years to engineer processes that allow us to seamlessly integrate with firms and 
provide the back-office support they need to allow them to focus on their core 
businesses. Perhaps most importantly, and certainly what we’re most proud of, 
is the fact that we have assembled the best team in the legal services industry to 
help our clients advocate for their clients. 

Our case development services build value for our clients. An integrated, 
cost-effective approach to intake, qualification, and communication lets 
you supplement or scale current operations with our deep bench of capital, 
technology, and human resources. We work side-by-side with your team 
to support and understand your requirements, including delivery of data, 
documents, and reports that fit your existing process. That means you get the 
benefits of outsourcing without sacrificing quality or hands-on control.

By now, you have read the advice we have learned from 
consulting with firms nationwide and engineering our own 
case development capabilities. Hopefully, you have found 
more than a few tips that you can start implementing to 
make your mass tort practice run more efficiently.

Our parting message is simple: Epiq is here to help.
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Claimant communication support 

Managing communication with a large population 
of clients—whether to collect information or 
to keep them informed—is a challenge. Our 
technology investments and experienced team 
provides a scalable platform to meet this need 
and extend the client service and communication 
approach you already have in place.

We train our fulfillment center and claimant 
service teams to your standards for retainer and/
or intake processing as well as keep updated fact-
finding communications within your inventory. 
Comprehensive reporting provides a clear view into 
status, progress, potential obstacles, and how to 
overcome them.

Medical record retrieval & review

We start with close collaboration to set review 
and reporting standards so that there is clear 
communication between our retrieval and review 
staff and your team. We work with your preferred 
retrieval vendor or leverage our relationships to 
obtain preferred terms and manage all aspects of 
the retrieval process, including record handling 
and facility fees, obtaining authorizations, and 
curing information gaps and defects.

Our experienced review analysts are trained on 
the litigation as well as your review standards 
before assignment to a project. All medical data 
is captured and kept in a structured database—

easily accessible for automated population of 
short-form complaints and plaintiff fact sheets, 
delivery to your system, or other reporting  
and analysis.

Follow ups to resolve record and data deficiencies 
can be handled directly by Epiq case managers, 
or by reporting to your team. Either way, we 
will work to ensure timely progression of each 
case to inventory or discharge according to your 
standards.

Plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment

Our Plaintiff Fact Sheet Fulfillment services 
uses our medical record, data management, 
and communication capabilities to streamline 
the fact sheet process and fulfill each claimant’s 
profile which minimizes the strain on your 
back office and need to source and manage 
temporary workers. When necessary, our claimant 
communication support services can obtain 
personal knowledge information via outbound 
phone contact.

Comprehensive tracking and reporting lets your 
team direct and closely monitor the process, 
prioritizing particular files as needed. Whether 
a litigation requires submission to a dedicated 
fact sheet system or standard submission, we 
will handle the fulfillment and processing of all 
documents and templates for your final approval 
and delivery to the court.

What Epiq does for firms like yours

case development 
services
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people
Our 250+ employees have deep 
subject matter expertise in the 
legal, medical, financial, technology, 
and operations spaces. Our team 
includes attorneys, nurses, database 
architects, project managers, claims 
analysts, and fraud examiners.

process
Our 20 years of experience have 
given us the knowledge and tools 
to create the most streamlined 
and standardized process in the 
industry. We pride ourselves on 
consistency, transparency and 
compliance throughout every 
stage, ensuring world class 
execution of your program.

technology 
Our flexible technology solutions are 
designed to maximize performance, 
security, and efficiency. Our team 
of seasoned architects, project 
managers, software developers, 
systems and network administrators 
can quickly scale secure platforms 
for your program.

Why clients trust Epiq to develop their case inventories

agility

Our expertise translates into value for our clients

While our experienced professionals develop your cases, you can focus your time and resources pursuing 
additional cases and advocating for your clients, without the headaches of managing backoffice operations.

We are a true partner

Our engagements are designed to maximize value to you and your clients by delivering exceptional service 
and providing you with a solution that helps you optimize capital.

We put our unmatched experience and qualifications to work to build the solution  
that mass tort firms need

With 20 years of experience under our belt, Epiq is a recognized leader in complex litigation and settlement 
administration. We have worked to develop our case development solutions over the past several years with 
continuous feedback from actual clients.

Our scalable end-to-end solution is efficient, transparent, and reliable

Clients rely on us to handle all phases of case development. From there, we can seamlessly transition your 
cases through the settlement administration, lien resolution, and fund disbursement stages.
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IVC Filters PRADAXA GBCAs Hernia 
mesh

Talcum
powder Roundup Taxotere Xarelto

Mirena Essure Hip/knee
implants TVM

Epiq provides technology-enabled support services to law firms 
pursuing and settling mass tort cases and other complex disputes.

results

We are currently developing case inventories in the following litigations for firms nationwide:.

Contact us today

at casedev@epiqglobal.com to discuss how we can help develop your case 
inventories in these and any other litigations.
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Our engagements are designed to maximize value to you 

and your clients by delivering exceptional service and 

providing you with a solution that helps you optimize capital.

We structure our engagements on a traditional fee-for-service basis. However, when a client does not want 
to fund payment from current cash flows, we also offer a deferred payment arrangement.

Deferred payment arrangements

If your firm manages every aspect of its cases in-house, then you know how significant the operational 
headaches and costs can be. End-to-end case management can tie up capital that could be used in other 
ways to create greater value for your business. For this reason, under certain circumstances, Epiq offers 
deferred payment arrangements for clients that hire us to help them develop their cases which affords 
them the ability to focus on acquiring inventories and advocating for their clients.

fee structure
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Epiq case development vs. in-house 
case development 
The table below illustrates the different outcomes 
between handling cases in-house versus utilizing 
Epiq, with an initial capital investment of $1 million 
from the law firm:

ABC Law Firm
Epiq Case 
Development

VS.

XYZ Law Firm
In-House Case 
Development

Firms have only so many dollars to invest in their cases.

Firm capital investment (acquisition + case development): $1,000,000,000 $1,000,000,000

Acquisition / marketing cost per retained case $500 $500

Fallout rate from retained cases to inventory cases 40% 40%

Average case development cost - disqualified case $200 $200

Average case development cost - inventory case $0 $600

By decreasing the Firm’s out-of-pocket case development costs…

Out-of-pocket case development costs $162,667 $623,333

Acquisition / marketing cost per retained case $400 $400

…capital can be used to build bigger inventories…

Viable inventory from capital investment 1,220 cases 850 cases

Average settlement value $75,000 $75,000

Average firm fee (net of MDL, co-counsel, etc.) 30% 30%

Average case development cost - disqualified case $27,450,000 $19,125,000

Firm expense advance recovery $488,000 $850,000

…resulting in a higher return on invested capital

Distribution to Firm $27,938,000 $19,975,000

scale
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Defect process: 
outreach via calls and 
correspondence to 
complete missing 
information

Client notified that 
case meets inventory 
criteria

how it works
Our case development team reviews each case’s data and documents to verify accuracy and spot 
deficiencies, like missing information. We can resolve most discrepancies without involving your team. 
Once the case is verified, we retrieve and review medical records for each claimant to determine if the 
case meets the criteria to be included in your firm’s inventory. Timely, detailed reports keep you updated 
on your case’s status in the process. Clients rely on us to handle all phases of case development.

Intake/
fulfillment

Case 
management Medical review Notification

Medical records are 
reviewed

Criteria met?

Case closed.

Ready for 
retrieval?

Case information is 
verified

Call center/fulfillment 
team processes case 
data and documents

Client submits case 
to Epiq

Y

N

Y

N

Medical records are 
retrieved

N Y

Dismiss case?

Plaintiff fact 
sheet processed 
and fulfilled
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Fine-tuned reporting ensures that you are fully equipped to make decisions about your case inventory 
and benefit from the valuable insights we share early in the case development process. Our reporting 
suite ensures you have the information you need. Your firm is provided with reports that summarize 
aggregate inventory production details through the Intake, Medical Record Retrieval and Review, Claimant 
Communication Support, and Plaintiff Fact Sheet Fulfillment processes. The entire life cycle of your inventory 
tracked and visible through gold-standard reporting.

Reporting

We can provide a custom reporting package 
that can include:

• An overview of your entire inventory

• Number of medical records ordered, retrieved, 
and processed, with aging data and period-
to-period comparisons

• Plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment activity across 
your inventory 

• Important facts about each case in your 
inventory 

• Progress and current results of the medical 
record review process

precision

Reporting includes:

• Breakdown of where cases are and for how long

• Case-level details via pdf or excel for ease of filtering 
by claimant name and/or ID

• Week-to-week comparison of case movement

• Firms receive reports weekly and we provide 
updates as needed or on frequent touch points 
(firm preference)
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what our clients 
are saying

Contact us today 

at casedev@epiqglobal.com to discuss how we can 
help develop your case inventories.

Erin Copeland, Partner

Fibich, Leebron, Copeland & 
Briggs | Houston, TX

“We came to [Epiq] for 
a turn-key outsourcing 
provider whose quality and 
accuracy we could trust. 
[Epiq] has delivered a reliable 
work-product and made 
outsourcing seamless.”

Eric Terry, Partner

Tor Hoerman Law LLC | 
Edwardsville, IL

“We’ve engaged [Epiq] for 
years to assist in our medical 
lien resolution and QSF 
administration. Recently we 
began to use newer tools that 
they offer—medical record 
retrieval and review, plaintiff 
fact sheet fulfillment—to assist 
us in the case development 
stage. These new tools have 
helped our firm stay organized 
and efficient.”
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About Epiq case development services

How do we get started?

To get started, email us at casedev@epiqglobal.com or reach out to one of our team members. 

We will schedule a call to discuss your firm’s specific needs for claimant communication 
support, medical record retrieval and review, and plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment. 

From there, we will design a tailored program to meet your needs.

How often will we receive reports?

We will send reports to your firm every week unless a plaintiff fact sheet submission deadline is 
approaching. In that case, you will receive daily reports.

How will we exchange data?

You can send data directly to our HIPAA-compliant platform, or we can access your data from 
your firm’s preferred platform.

Who’s reviewing the records?

Our team of nurses and legal practitioners. These professionals have the training, education, and 
practical experience to review the records with a critical eye.

Does Epiq offer expedited plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment services?

In some situations, we do offer expedited plaintiff fact sheet fulfillment services. Contact us to 
see if we can help.

frequently asked 
questions
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post-settlement 
services

Case adjudication and allocation 

Point-based allocation models ensure that similarly-situated claimants 
are treated equitably. These models facilitate the fair and objective 
distribution of settlement proceeds. Using industry best practices, we 
develop and apply objective injury criteria and adjustment factors to 
claimant data.

Settlement document processing

Our settlement correspondence and fulfillment services relieves the 
administrative and processing burdens of managing claimant settlement 
correspondence, allowing you rigorous oversight of settlement program 
progression and the ability to deliver white-glove service to your clients. 
We consult on the development of disclosure and release correspondence 
content, ensuring compliance with the rules of professional conduct for 
aggregate settlements. Our settlement correspondence packages are 
designed to minimize potential data deficiencies with plain-language 
completion instructions and flagged signature pages. As returned 
packages are received, we verify claimant information and review 
submissions for sufficient completion. Where deficiencies exist, we 
manage the cure process directly with you, or if you choose, through our 
claimant communication services.

Epiq offers the most efficient and cost-effective solution for managing your 
claimant settlement correspondence, resolving liens, and processing payments. 
We leverage our cutting-edge lien resolution technology and settlement 
administration capabilities to facilitate prompt disbursement of funds.
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results

Fund administration

Epiq facilitates the timely disbursement of settlement proceeds and the 
resolution of all settlement considerations using qualified settlement funds 
(“QSFs”) and other settlement trust or escrow vehicles. Our team works 
with financial institutions to implement QSF agreements according to 
MSA terms and prevent unnecessary fees and disbursement requirements, 
while ensuring compliance with Treasury Regulations. We manage the 
administrative burden and coordinate fund distributions to special purpose 
vehicles, such as special needs trusts and structures.

Healthcare lien resolution

Epiq will resolve liens in accordance with your settlement’s terms, 
applicable law and health care regulations, and ethics obligations. Regular 
communication and reports available through our client portal provide 
timely, complete, and accurate access to your program information. Access 
lien status updates, submit documents, cure discrepancies, and review case 
statuses at your discretion through our client portal. Give your clients the 
benefit of our speed and unmatched Medicaid and private healthcare lien 
reduction results.
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